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Exec Summary
Actuation Lab is rethinking industrial hardware to fix global problems

Our first two products have an addressable market of £14bn

Our IP is protected, and we are working towards trials with customers

We’ve raised £1m so far

We’re raising £2m to support trials and development of commercially ready products
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12-month progress since pre-seed investment
The Tech

Commercial

From demonstrators
to trial prototypes +
second product

3x industrial trials
agreed

IP

2x patent filings

Revenue

£218k development
contract won

The problem we are solving
Machines rely heavily on components designed to wear out.

£2.4 Trillion spent
on parts abrading
and being
remanufactured.

8 Billion tonnes of
CO2 emitted
fighting machine
friction.

Every year!

8% of company
revenues lost to
machine
downtime.
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The Solution: Origami Engineering
A proven method for creating simplified, efficient machines and components without wear components

It’s being put to
work in space

…and in
medicine

But…
Not yet utilised in the industries with 99.9% of the world’s machines!
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Actuation Lab’s mission
Harness origami-inspired engineering to create industrial hardware that doesn’t wear out.

Identify complex,
inefficient components.

Build using modern
manufacturing & materials.

Integrate and certify system
with origami components.

Deploy globally via direct
sales and licensing.

Reduce
Emissions

Reduce
Waste

Redesign using Origami tools

Partner to refine & trial

Scale manufacturing

Increase
Profits

Our expert team is first working through this process with 2 technologies in the flow control industry…
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Founding team
10 years
spent
working
together in
R&D

Left jobs at
University of
Bristol to
spin-out AL

Raised
>£1m
funding
since spinout

Dr Simon Bates
CEO

Dr Michael Dicker
CTO

Dr Tom Llewellyn-Jones
Head of R&D

•

Former University Enterprise fellow

•

World-leader in origami engineering

•

Trained as a Physicist and an Engineer

•

Net Zero Technology Centre Alumni

•

Former University of Bristol fellow

•

Developer of proprietary manufacturing

•

PhD in advanced 3D printing

•

PhD in actuated structures

•

PhD in advanced composite materials

•

Ex-Director rapid prototyping business

•

6 years process industry experience

•

Decade manufacturing R&D experience

Supported by a 4 strong team of wise counsel with 60+ years creating, managing and exiting high growth businesses

Callimorph
Actuator
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Innovation for Longevity
Actuation Lab have developed the origami inspired
Callimorph® actuator to keep valves operating
continuously for long periods in any conditions.
Why the Callimorph is a game changer in valve actuation:
Zero corrosion = sustainably replace £328M corroded UK actuators.
Maintenance free = 10 year saving of £450B in energy industry.
Runs on dirty air = double lifetime predicted in aging facilities.
IP: Patent applications submitted in US, Europe, Japan,
China and Russia in January 2022.
Maturity: Industrial trials planned for Q4 2022

“This innovative design offers a unique opportunity to disrupt the current valve actuation market.”
– Biff Baker, Valvestock Wolseley
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Dragonfly
Valve

Innovation for Net-Zero
We are developing the Dragonfly Valve for future hydrogen
supply. Its Origami inspired mechanism removes all leak paths
where the potent greenhouse gas would escape to the outside
world in traditional valve designs.
Why the Dragonfly is a game changer in gas flow control:
Zero leakage = 2 million tonnes CO2e emissions cut annually.

Preventing £1.3B in annual lost hydrogen product.
Low-energy operation and highly controllable.
IP: Patent application submitted with the IPO February
2022.

Maturity: Lab demonstrators. Development funded by
Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and
expected to reach TRL 8 by 2025.
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Addressable markets

Energy

£5B

Marine

Hydrogen

£9.3B

Industrial
Industrial

Natural Gas
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Reaching our Customers

Outsourced subcomponent
manufacture

Designer, R&D, IP owner,
manufacturer novel origamibased components,
assembler of industrial
hardware products

Sales
Up to 10k units p.a.

Licence
For rapid global adoption

Global industrial
customer base
Sector specific
distributors

Global Industrial
hardware
manufacturers

We have a pipeline of IP intensive hardware products that will be delivered to global industrial markets in this way.
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The Landscape
they do not focus on in-house innovation, so instead…

8 top industrial
hardware companies
have combined
revenues of £41B

they made £27B* of acquisitions since 2015

*disclosed values, actual value higher

Traction
Working with BP towards planned 2023 trial – Callimorph
for future energy and carbon capture.

Callimorph
Actuator

BAE Systems supported Defence Accelerator R&D
contract application – Callimorph for autonomous ships.
Bluescope Steel have agreed to 2023 trial of technology
in Port Kembla Australia.
Working with Stena Drilling to test the survivability of
Callimorph in marine conditions.

Dragonfly
Valve

R&D contract awarded to the company in 2020, to assess
feasibility of tech and impact on emissions.
Awarded a 2nd fully funded contract to accelerate
development for global hydrogen supply in 2022.
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Development roadmap
Jan 2022

Jan 2023

R&D

Jan 2024

Trials

R&D

Jan 2025

Sales <2500 p.a.

Trials

Jan 2026

Sales <7500 p.a.

Sales <1000 p.a.

Jan 2027

Jan 2028

Sales & Licence 10000+ p.a.

Sales & Licence 10000+ p.a.

Over £1 Million funding since 2019 spin-out

£245,000

Pre-seed
equity
funding

£780,000
non-dilutive funding
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Financials
£14,000k
£12,000k

£10,000k

EBITDA
Revenue

Gross margin

Pre-sales revenue opportunities

£8,000k

We have a proven track record of
winning R&D contracts, generating
£268k revenue.

£6,000k
£4,000k
£2,000k
£0k
Jan-22
-£2,000k

Jan-23

Jan-24

Jan-25

Self
Sustaining

Jan-26

We are part of a cohort of 20
companies who have the exclusive
opportunity to bid for 1 of 4 £6m
R&D contracts this year.
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Raising £2m seed round
April 2022

IP & consulting
Overheads

Product R&D

October 2023
18-months

Capital
9%

30%
Prototypes
Team

R&D and trials

First product

53%

5 Full-time

Expand

16 Full-time
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The investors we are looking for
1) Experienced investing in mechanical hardware
2) Can connect us to global industrial contacts
3) Can help us develop supply chain and certification
4) Focussed on sustainable opportunities

5) Able to invest £250k - £2m

Investing in a better planet
By intelligently redesigning the world’s least efficient hardware
components, it should be possible to reduce annual CO2 emissions
by 3.14 billion tonnes and increase yearly industrial profits by the
best part of £1 Trillion. We are investing all of our engineering
capabilities in this cause and welcome you to join us.

Dr Simon Bates
CEO
+44 (0)7786 512 791
simon@actuationlab.com

